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IN THIS ISSUE A CATEGORY TO WATCH: 

SAUCES, DRESSINGS &  

CONDIMENTS 
According to Grand View Research, the global sauces, dressings and 

condiments market is expected to grow at a compound annual 

growth rate of 4.8% from 2019 to 2025 to reach USD 181.01 billion 

by 2025. Consumer diet preferences towards health and nutritional 

food will act as a driving factor to the growth of this market. Some 

of the biggest drivers being sugar reduction, gut-health awareness 

and increasing plant-based ingredient consumption. Mintel market  

research found that 35% of sauce/marinade consumers in the U.S. 

are looking for healthier options. 

But that isn’t the only driver of growth in the category. Many new 

sauce, dressing and condiment offerings are simply emphasizing 

new flavor experiences. Well-known sauce brand, Sweet Baby Rays, 

introduced an entirely new subline of Ray’s Chicken Sauce,  

combining traditional flavors of honey mustard and barbecue sauce 

into something new. Some other examples are Heinz-Kraft’s 

“Buffaranch Sauce” – a mash up of Mayoracha, Mayocue and Sweet 

Ketchili, and This Little Goat by Chef Stephanie “Izard Went to Tokyo 

Sweet & Salty Everything Sauce”. 

Another factor affecting the trends in this category can be  

attributed to COVID-19. According to Marco Pasco, Mintel Global 

Food & Drink Analyst, consumers will continue to ’nest’ at home 

and seek premium sauces to elevate their meals. He says sauce 

manufacturers should use quality touchpoints to trade up these 

nesters to premium table sauces via ingredients with provenance or 

organic luxury ingredients. This is supported by their research  

stating 1 in every 3 consumers in the U.S., aged 16-24, say they look 

for organic ingredients. 
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The pandemic forced shutdowns of many food 

& beverage manufacturers and foodservice 

companies among others. Ingredient suppliers 

were forced to pull back operations and  

slowdown production because of lower  

demand. There are two main disruptions in the 

ingredient supply chain that are affecting the 

costs of goods: labor and shipping. 

Labor 

As we have all seen across many industries, companies are struggling with labor shortages. Today, about two 

in three manufacturers are struggling to fill critical labor gaps, and the turnover rate is up 15%. Manufacturers 

are missing production deadlines and/or requiring frontline workers to take on extra shifts to meet demand. 

This causes higher overtime expenses which in turn forces companies to raise their prices or take a hit to their 

bottom lines. 

Shipping 

Getting things from point A to point B is more challenging than ever. Many companies are still feeling the  

impact of one of the most notable disruptions—the blocking of the Suez Canal, a gateway for international 

trade. The incident froze more than $10 billion in global trade each day the ship remained, until it was finally 

moved 6 days later. Once these and other goods arrive in the U.S., there are still disruptions occurring. The 

trucking industry is suffering from a severe shortage of drivers causing shipping and freight costs to  

skyrocket.  

HOW SUPPLY CHAIN  

DISRUPTIONS ARE  

AFFECTING PRICES 

OUR LATEST PRODUCT CONCEPT: 

KETO FRENCH DRESSING 

Our R&D team is always hard at work in the lab working on  

customer projects and creating product concepts for our sales 

team. Emily O’Chiu, Product Development Scientist at IFPC,  

recently created a delicious Keto French dressing that is sure to 

wow the tastebuds of anyone who tries it. She created this  

concept to showcase the numerous ways we can support our  

customers with our texturizer systems, sweetener systems and 

functional ingredients. Containing zero sugar, this keto-friendly 

dressing was perfected with our LegacyTM SWEET SP9910 and 

SP9704 sugar replacement systems, as well as our  

LegacyTMStabilizer L100821-5 stabilizer system. This is just one of 

the many product concepts we have developed with many more 

to come! 
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